Abstract-This paper proposes a new geometry-based shallow underwater acoustic (UWA) channel model allowing for nonisovelocity ocean conditions. The fact that the isovelocity assumption does not hold in many real-world scenarios motivates the need for developing channel models for nonisovelocity UWA propagation environments. Starting from a geometrical model, we develop a stochastic channel model for a single-input single-output (SISO) vehicle-to-vehicle UWA channel assuming that the ocean surface and bottom are rough and that the speed of sound varies with depth. The effect of the nonisovelocity condition has been assessed regarding its influence on the temporal autocorrelation function, the frequency correlation function (FCF), and the power delay profile of the UWA channel model. The UWA channel model has also been validated by matching its FCF as well as the therefrom derived main characteristic quantities, such as the average delay, delay spread, and coherence bandwidth against measurement data. The proposed UWA channel model is very useful for the design and performance analysis of UWA communication systems under realistic propagation conditions. Index Terms-Shallow underwater acoustic channels, nonisovelocity condition, vehicle-to-vehicle communications, power delay profile, temporal autocorrelation function, frequency correlation function.
known to be a difficult problem [2] , [3] . To circumvent this problem, approximations, such as deterministic ray-tracing methods [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , are often used to model the high-frequencies acoustic wave propagation phenomena in deep ocean environments [9] , [10] . For instance, BELLHOP model [5] is a highly efficient raytracing simulator; however, it does not produce statistics needed to design communication systems. To overcome this problem, several geometry-based stochastic UWA channel models have been developed under isovelocity conditions [3] , [11] [12] [13] [14] . For example, in [3] , [11] , [14] , the total distances that acoustic signals travel between the transmitter and the receiver have been computed by using the method of image projections [2] .
In general, the geometry-based stochastic UWA channel modelling approach presents synthetic channel responses that describe UWA channels with a high level of accuracy. These models are often less complex than ray tracing models from the mathematical point of view. Moreover, ray tracing techniques have limitations and may not be valid for the precise predictions of sound levels, especially in situations where refraction effects and focusing of sound are important [15] .
Owing to the fact that the speed of sound varies with depth [2] , [16] [17] [18] , the non-isovelocity property (caused by ocean layers with different acoustic properties [19] ) has to be taken into account for geometry-based stochastic UWA channel modelling approaches. There are several works in the literature that study the behavior of acoustic waves in non-isovelocity ocean environments [15] , [19] [20] [21] . For example, in [21] , a channel simulator has been developed for UWA communications under non-isovelocity condition by taking effects of wind-generated sea surface waves and bubbles into account. However, this model depends on considering all physics and necessary environmental information such as a realistic background sound-speed profile (SSP), bathymetry, and sediment layering, which are not available in most cases. In [22] , a channel model has been proposed and verified for very low frequencies in shallow and deep water environments. Moreover, these works do not provide analytical expressions for the statistical properties of non-isovelocity UWA channels. For telecommunication purposes, UWA channel models, which can address the fast statistical variations of channels, are required to accurately predict the communication link properties like the Doppler spread and delay spread.
To address the issues mentioned above, we propose a new geometry-based UWA channel model that is suited for computer simulations and accounts for non-isovelocity propagation effects. The proposed channel model enables us to study 0018 -9545 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
analytically the statistical properties of UWA channels such as temporal and frequency correlation functions, power delay profile (PDP), delay spread, and the coherence bandwidth under isovelocity/non-isovelocity ocean conditions. Because of the non-stationary behaviour of real-world UWA channels, there are a few papers ([23] - [25] ) in the literature that are relaxed from the restrictive wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) assumption [26] , however; this assumption forms the basis of this study.
In the first step, we have extended the geometrical model in [11] with respect to non-isovelocity propagation conditions. Then, by starting from the geometrical model, we further derive the time-variant channel impulse response (TVCIR) of the UWA channel model under line-of-sight (LOS) propagation conditions. The proposed geometry-based channel model characterizes acoustic signal propagation in shallow-water ocean environments by taking into account macro-scattering effects caused by specular reflection at the surface and bottom of the ocean. In addition, it addresses the randomness of the UWA channel by considering micro-scattering (diffuse scattering) effects. Using the proposed geometry-based channel model, we derive expressions for the temporal autocorrelation function (ACF), frequency correlation function (FCF). To illustrate the impact of non-isovelocity on UWA channels, we study its effect on the characteristics of the acoustic wave propagation. Moreover, the statistical quantities of the proposed UWA channel model, such as the temporal ACF, FCF, and the PDP, are compared with those of isovelocity channel models. The results of this comparative study show significant differences of the channel characteristics if non-isovelocity propagation conditions are incorporated into the UWA channel model. For example, the results indicate that the coherence bandwidth and the coherence time of the non-isovelocity UWA channel model are significantly smaller than those of the isovelocity channel model. Finally, to verify the validity of the proposed UWA channel model, the main statistical properties, such as the FCF, average delay, delay spread, and the coherence bandwidth, are compared with those of a measured UWA channel, where a good agreement between theory and measurement is observed.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II, the geometrical UWA model is described. The stochastic UWA channel model is derived from the geometrical UWA model in Section III. Section IV studies the statistical properties of the proposed UWA channel model. In Section V, the numerical results are illustrated. Section VI validates the main theoretical results by comparing them with measurement data. The paper is concluded in Section VII.
II. THE GEOMETRICAL NON-ISOVELOCITY MODEL
In this section, we briefly review Snell's law and describe a multi-layered SSP. Then, a new geometrical model is presented for a single-input single-output (SISO) shallow-water ocean environment assuming non-isovelocity condition. In this paper, we consider medium and long-range shallow UWA communication links between moving transmitters and receivers under LOS propagation conditions. The UWA channel is assumed to fulfill the WSSUS condition. Time-dependent propagation delays caused by the non-stationary behaviour of the channel are not considered in the this paper. However, in this case, physically non-stationary behavior of UWA channels coming from, for example, moving scatterers and changing the velocity of transmitters (or/and receivers) cannot be captured by the proposed channel model.
A. Snell's Law
Snell's law (also known as the law of refraction) describes the relationship between the angle-of-incidence (AOI) and angleof-refraction (AOR). It refers to light, sound or other waves passing through a boundary between two different media. As can be seen in Fig. 1 , the AOI ϕ 1 is defined as the angle that an incident ray makes with a perpendicular to the surface at the point of incidence. Based on Snell's law, the relationship between the AOI ϕ 1 and the corresponding AOR ϕ 2 for a wave impinging on an interface between two media equals [27, eq.
where a denotes the constant ray parameter. The parameters c 1 and c 2 stand for speed of sound in media 1 and 2, respectively. According to (1), the AOI ϕ 1 is smaller (larger) than the AOR ϕ 2 if c 1 < c 2 (c 1 > c 2 ). Moreover, (1) only holds if sin(ϕ 2 ) ≤ 1, i.e., the maximum value of sin(ϕ 1 ) is c 1 /c 2 . Thus, a critical angle ϕ c can be defined and computed as
In other words, if the AOI ϕ 1 at the incidence point is larger than the critical angle, i.e., ϕ 1 > ϕ c , then the signal energy will be reflected, otherwise it will be refracted. In this paper, only refracted signals are considered.
B. SSP
In this paper, we assume a piecewise linear variation of the sound speed with depth as shown in Fig. 2 . It should be mentioned that the following SSP is only an example for a piecewise linear variation of the sound speed with depth. Other piecewise linear SSPs can therefore also be used in the proposed UWA channel model. As can be seen in Fig. 2 , the one-dimensional geometrical sound speed model has been divided into K different equally wide layers, each with width Δy and speed of sound c k , k = 1, 2, . . . , K. The layer width is given by Δy = h/K in which the quantity h is the shallow water depth (in m). In our computer simulations, the SSP has been modeled as
where c s is the initial speed of sound (in m/s) and g denotes the speed gradient (in s −1 ). From (3), we can obtain a vector for the speed of sound Fig. 3 presents the geometrical model of a UWA channel in a shallow-water non-isovelocity ocean environment. The geometrical model is bounded by the ocean surface and bottom, which are assumed to be rough. These natural boundaries act as reflectors for acoustic waves such that several macro-eigenrays can travel from the transmitter T x to the receiver R x . As can be seen in Fig. 3 , there are three kinds of macro-eigenrays. They are grouped into downward arriving (DA) macro-eigenrays, upward arriving (UA) macro-eigenrays, and a LOS macro-eigenray. Each of the DA macro-eigenrays, where the last reflection originates from the ocean surface, can have a different number of s surface reflections andb bottom reflections. Let N S denote the maximum number of surface interactions that a DA macroeigenray can have with the ocean surface, then s andb are limited by 1 ≤ s ≤ N S and s − 1 ≤b ≤ s, respectively. For instance, if a DA macro-eigenray has only one interaction with the ocean surface, i.e., N S = 1, then there are two possible paths on which this macro-eigenray can travel from the transmitter T x to the receiver R x . The first path reaches at R x after a single bounce on the surface of the ocean, i.e., s = 1, andb = 0. The second path is a double-bounced path if a DA macro-eigenray starts downward. This means the macro-eigenray first interacts with the ocean bottom and then, after interacting with the ocean surface, arrives at R x , i.e., s = 1 andb = 1. Thus, at any time instance t, the receiver R x receives 2N S DA macro-eigenrays. The UA macro-eigenrays, where the last reflection originates from the ocean bottom, can have a different number of b bottom reflections ands surface reflections. Analogously, let N B stand for the maximum number of bottom interactions that a UA macroeigenray can have, then b ands are limited by 1 ≤ b ≤ N B and b − 1 ≤s ≤ b, respectively. Similarly, at any time instance t, the receiver R x receives 2N B UA macro-eigenrays. It needs to be mentioned that experimental results obtained from mediumand long-range shallow UWA communication scenarios have shown that the number of macro-eigenrays which arrive at R x rarely exceeds 8, i.e., 2N S + 2N B = 8 [3] , [11] , [28] , [29] . The exact positions of macro-scatterers are computable and depend on the waveguide geometry and the number of macroeigenrays. The roughness of the sea surface and sea bottom is characterized by micro-scatterers, which are randomly clustered around the positions of macro-scatterers. In other words, we study the propagation of deterministic macro-eigenrays and random micro-eigenrays. For each s andb the parameter S 
C. Geometrical Model Description
Analogously, the parameters Δy R 1 and Δy R 2 , which denote the position of the transmitter R x in the layer k R , can be computed as
D. Angle-of-Incidence
The parameters ϕ
and ϕ UA bsm (k T ) denote the AOIs at the transmitter T x for DA and UA micro-eigenrays, respectively, which are assumed to be random variables characterized by the von Mises distributions
and
respectively. Where μ
and μ and ϕ UA bsm (·) at different layers can be computed by using Snell's law (1) as
respectively. The parameters ϕ 0(k T ) and ϕ 0(k R ) seen in Fig. 4 stand for the AOIs of the LOS macro-eigenray at T x and R x , respectively.
III. THE GEOMETRY-BASED UWA CHANNEL MODEL
In this section, we develop a stochastic model for the acoustic wave propagation through non-isovelocity shallow-water environments. First, we present the TVCIR of the proposed geometry-based channel model for a vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) UWA channel under LOS propagation conditions. Then, we derive the expressions of the total distances which eigenrays travel from T x to R x after their interaction with the rough surface and bottom of the ocean. The AODs and the AOAs, which are required for computing the Doppler frequencies, are also studied. Finally, we derive the time-variant channel transfer function (TVCTF).
A. TVCIR
According to the geometrical model shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the TVCIR h(τ , t) can be split into three parts. The first part h LOS (τ , t) describes the LOS component, whereas the second part h DA (τ , t) and the third part h UA (τ , t) comprise the DA eigenrays and the UA eigenrays, respectively. Thus, the TVCIR h(τ , t) can be expressed by
The LOS part h LOS (τ , t) of the TVCIR can be written as
in which the gain c 0 is defined by
The parameter τ 0 stands for the propagation delay of the LOS component. The symbols f 0 and θ 0 denote the Doppler frequency and phase shift of the LOS component, respectively. It is assumed that the phase shift θ 0 is unknown and will consequently be modelled as a random variable with uniform distribution over (0, 2π]. The parameter c R in (12) is the Rice factor, which is already defined in [11] , [14] , [30] , [31] as a ratio of the LOS component's power to the power of all scattered component (here including all DA and UA eigenrays). For the sake of simplicity, this definition is used in the proposed channel model. It should be noted that the Rice factor c R in UWA propagation scenarios can also be computed for each tap delay separately. In this case, the Rice factor is supposed to be a path dependent factor as reported in [12] , [17] , [24] . Note that the distribution of the channel envelope can follow the Rice distribution. The Doppler frequency f 0 is given by
indicates the maximum Doppler frequency associated with T x (R x ), which is given by f 
respectively. The total distance D 0 in (12) which the LOS component travels between T x and R x is given by (16) as shown at the bottom of this page. The parameter D 0(k ) stands for the distance that the LOS component travels in the layer k. The propagation delay τ 0 can be expressed by
The AOIs ϕ 0(·) in (15) and (16) can be computed by using Snell's law (1) as
The functions A s (·) and A a (·) presented in (12) denote the propagation loss coefficients due to geometrical spreading and absorption, respectively. The loss as a result of geometrical spreading is divided into two categories: spherical spreading and cylindrical spreading. The spherical spreading normally occurs in long-range UWA transmission in shallow/deep water; while cylindrical spreading occurs in short-range UWA communications in shallow water [32] . In this paper, long-range UWA transmissions are assumed, thus, spherical spreading is considered in analytical derivations. It is assumed that the transmitter is equipped with an omnidirectional hydrophone and generates spherical waveforms in a shallow water environment. The propagation loss coefficient due to the spherical spreading can be written as [20, eq. (2.16)]
where the variable d denotes the total propagation distance (in m). The absorption loss coefficient A a (·) is expressed by [11, eq. (4) ]
In (20) , the parameter β is given by [2, eq. (1.3.1)]
where A = 2.34 · 10 −6 and B = 3.38 · 10 −6 . The symbol S a stands for the salinity (in parts per thousand), f c is the carrier frequency (in kHz), f T denotes the relaxation frequency (in kHz). The symbol P stands for the hydrostatic pressure (in kg/cm 2 ), which is determined by P = 1.01 · (1 + 0.1h), where h denotes the water depth (in m). It needs to be emphasised that (21) is suitable for carrier frequencies f c between 3 and 500 kHz [2, p. 10] . Note that the parameter β depends only on the carrier frequency f c and unlike [12] and [25] , does not consider the absorbtion loss over the whole signal bandwidth. Thus, the absorption loss coefficient in (20) in the proposed channel model is frequency independent. This means the UWA channel is only valid for narrowband signals.
The second part h DA (τ , t) and the third part h UA (τ , t) of the TVCIR h(τ , t) in (10) are given by
and 
respectively. The symbols η S in (24) and η B in (25) (24) and (25), which denotes the impedance mismatch between the ocean water and the ocean bed, can be expressed by [2, eq. (3.1.14)]
where ρ K (ρ b ) and c K (c b ) stand for the density of the Kth layer of the ocean water (ocean bed) and the speed of sound in the Kth layer of the ocean water (ocean bed), respectively. The symbol ϕ in (26) denotes the AOI of the eigenrays at the ocean bottom, which can be replaced by ϕ
and ϕ UA bsm (K ) .
B. AOD, AOA, and Doppler Frequencies
In this section, the analytical expressions for the AODs β 
respectively. Similarly, the general solutions for the AOAs α DA sbn and α UA bsm can be found to be equal to
respectively. By substituting (29) and (31) in (27), we obtain a new expression for the Doppler frequency f
Analogously, by substituting (30) and (32) 
C. TVCTF
The TVCTF H(f , t) can be computed by taking the Fourier transform of the TVCIR h(τ , t) w.r.t the propagation delay τ . From (10), (11), (22) , and (23), the TVCTF H(f , t) can obviously be written as
The function H LOS (f , t) represents the LOS part of the TVCTF H(f , t), which can be written as
The second part H DA (f , t) and the third part H UA (f , t) of the TVCTF H(f , t) are given by
respectively. For ease of reference, the most important parameters presented in Section III are listed in Table I .
IV. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE UWA CHANNEL MODEL
In this section, we study the statistical properties of the developed UWA channel model including the temporal ACF, FCF, and the PDP by means of the TVCTF.
A. Temporal ACF
By having the TVCTF H(f , t), we can compute the temporal ACF and FCF of the channel. Assuming that the geometrybased UWA channel model is WSS in time t, the temporal ACF r H H (τ ) can be obtained by using the TVCTF H(f , t) as
where (·) ) and p ϕ UA (6) and (7), respectively. By averaging over the random AOIs ϕ 
AOIs of the DA and UA micro-eigenrays at layer k --
Average of the AOI distributions for the DA and UA micro-eigenrays transmitted from T x -- 
The proof to the expression (42) is provided in Appendix A. The quality of the approximation r H H (τ ) ≈ r AP H H (τ ) depends on the concentration parameter κ that controls the spread of the von Mises distributions in (6) and (7) . To measure the approximation error as a function of κ, we consider the following error function
where τ max defines an appropriate time-lag interval [0, τ max ] over which the approximation of r H H (τ ) is of importance. The evaluation of the error function E(κ) will be discussed in the next section.
B. FCF
The geometry-based UWA channel model is also assumed to be WSS w.r.t. frequency f . Thus, we can compute the FCF r H H (ν ) of the TVCTF H(f , t) by using
where the symbol ν stands for the frequency separation variable.
After averaging over the random phases θ 0 , θ 
C. PDP
The PDP S τ (τ ) can be obtained by taking the inverse Fourier transform of the FCF r H H (ν ) w.r.t. the variable ν , i.e., S τ (τ ) = IFT{r H H (ν )}. The PDP S τ (τ ) also enables us to compute the average delay B (1) τ , the delay spread B (2) τ , and the coherence bandwidth B C of the channel. These characteristic quantities can be expressed in closed form by means of the FCF. The average delay B (1) τ and the delay spread B (2) τ are defined by the first moment and the square root of the second central moment of the PDP S τ (τ ), respectively, i.e., [33, 
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we illustrate how the UWA channel model behaves in non-isovelocity ocean environments. The main objective is to show the influence of the non-isovelocity condition on the statistical properties of the UWA channel model. The results are compared with those of the isovelocity UWA channel models presented in [3] , [11] .
In our simulation setup, we set the carrier frequency f c to 10 kHz and assume that the transmitter T x and the receiver R Table I. Figs. 6 and 7 display the propagation of acoustic waves in an isovelocity UWA ocean environment for LOS and DA macroeigenrays (Fig. 6 ) and UA macro-eigenrays (Fig. 7) , respectively. As can be seen in these figures, the acoustic rays travel along straight lines. However, this phenomenon differs from the propagation in non-isovelocity environments where the acoustic rays bend in the water as illustrated in Figs. 8 and 9 . In these two figures, two different parameter sets are assumed. over, by decreasing the gradient g from 0.4 s −1 to 0.2 s −1 , the overlap of eigenrays decreases. Note that eigenrays are more distinguishable in reality as the x-axis, in this scenario, should be 50 times larger than y-axis. and different numbers of layers K = 6, 10, 20, and 30 with that of the isovelocity channel model presented in [3] , [11] . As can be observed in Fig. 10 , the temporal ACF of the nonisovelocity UWA channel model decays faster than the isovelocity one. The time interval τ = T C which fulfils the condition |r H H (T C )| = |r H H (0)|/2 is called coherence time [33, p. 351] . Thus, it can be observed from this figure that the coherence time T C is significantly smaller in the non-isovelocity model than that of the isovelocity one. The same phenomena can be observed in Fig. 11 where the gradient g equals 0.2 s Figs. 10 and 11 show that the correlation functions correspond to the a large gradient (g = 0.4 s −1 ) decay rapidly compared to the small one (g = 0.2 s −1 ). The reason of decaying rapidly for the greater parameter g is the influence of this parameter on the AOAs (makes them more similar) and channel gains (causes a increase of the total distances that eigenrays travel between the transmitter and receiver) of the eigenrays.
By comparing the graphs in Fig. 10 , we can conclude that the approximate temporal ACF r AP H H (τ ) (see (42)) fits to the exact results obtained by solving (41) numerically for κ = 160. From the evaluation results of the error function E(κ) (see (47)) illustrated in Fig. 12 , we can conclude that the parameter κ of the von Mises distribution has to be larger than 150 to keep E(κ) below 0.008; otherwise, we have to compute the temporal ACF r H H (τ ) of the proposed UWA channel model by solving the integral in (41) numerically. Thus, in the simulation setup, the parameter κ is set to 160.
Comparison between the absolute value of the normalized FCFs r H H (ν ) of the proposed UWA channel in non-isovelocity ocean environments and that of the isovelocity case for g = 0.4 s −1 and different values of the layer K ∈ {6, 10, 20, and 30} is illustrated in Figs. 13 (where g = 0.4 s −1 ) and 14 (where g = 0.2 s −1 ). As can be seen in these figures, the FCFs r H H (ν ) of the non-isovelocity case decay faster than that of the isovelocity one with increasing values of the frequency separation ν . With reference to these figure, the coherence bandwidth B C of the non-isovelocity model is notably smaller than that of the isovelocity one. Figs. 13 and 14 also demonstrate that the experimental simulation results of the FCF match very well with the theoretical results.
Converging correlation functions depends on the number of layers, SSP, and the water depth. In our numerical results assuming that the water depth h = 100 m, correlation functions, The PDPs S τ (τ ) of the UWA channel model for isovelocity and non-isovelocity (for K = 10) ocean environments have been shown in Figs. 15 and 16 , respectively. It needs to be mentioned that in Figs. 15 and 16 only macro-eigenrays, obtained by averaging over microeigenrays, are considered. From the inspection of Figs. 15 and 16 , we can conclude that in nonisovelocity environments the strongest ray is not necessarily the first ray which arrives at the receiver.
VI. COMPARISON WITH MEASUREMENT DATA
In this section, the main theoretical results introduced in Sections III and IV are verified by measurement data. The comparison is assessed in terms of the FCF r H H (ν ), PDP S τ (τ ), average delay B (1) τ , delay spread B (2) τ , and the coherence bandwidth B C of the UWA channel.
The experimental data, which was first presented in [34] , was collected near the New Jersey shore in May 2009 by a team from Naval Research LAB. The water depth was about 80 m More details regarding the communication system, the signals that have been sent and received, and the type of equipment (transducer and hydrophone) are available in [34] .
The SSP of the New Jersey shore has been reported in [18] . The model parameters based on the measurement scenario have been set as follows. The number of layers K has been set to 16 with the corresponding layer width of Δy = 5 m. Thus, the transmitter and receiver are located in the layers with layer numbers k T = 10 and k R = 6, respectively. The quantized form of the given SSP, obtained by means of the interpolation technique in [5] , is illustrated in Fig. 17 . The values of the other chan- As eigenrays with delays larger than 12.5 ms are not observed in the measurement data (see Fig. 18 ), we have to considered only double bounce scattering (i. 
Note that a deterministic simulation model can be computed from the realization of a sample function of the TVCTF H(f , t) of the UWA channel model presented in (35) [33, p. 189] . The application of the LPNM on the given parametrization problem requires the minimization of the following error function (see Section IV-C). The Rice factor c R of the measured TVCIRȟ[τ l , t m ] is obtained by using the moment method presented in [31] . Table II provides a comparison between the proposed channel model and the real-world UWA channel in terms of the characteristic quantities including the average delay, delay spread and the coherence bandwidth, whereB
τ ) denote the average delay and the delay spread of the simulation model (measured UWA channel), respectively. The quantityB C (B C ) is the coherence bandwidth of the simulation model (measured UWA channel). As can be seen in Table II , a good agreement has been achieved between the simulation model and the 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new geometry-based UWA channel model has been developed under the assumption that the ocean surface and bottom are rough. In addition, the ocean water is assumed to be non-isovelocity. The influence of the non-isovelocity propagation conditions on the statistical properties of the UWA channel has been studied. The numerical results show that the nonisovelocity condition has a noticeable impact on the properties of the UWA channel model. For instance, the coherence band-width and the coherence time of the non-isovelocity UWA channel model are considerably smaller than those of the isovelocity channel model. Moreover, it has been shown that by taking these conditions into account, the UWA channel model becomes more realistic. and ϕ UA bsm (k R ) in (33) and (34) , respectively, by equivalent ones obtained by using (8) 
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